THE MIRROR SPELL
This spell is similar to the Freezing Spell as it stops people's energy from bothering you by
reflecting it back at them. It doesn't affect who they are or cause them any harm, it just
returns their negativity to them. If they aren't sending negativity toward you, this has no
affect.
This is usually used in conjunction with the Freezing Spell for really difficult situations,
although it can be used on its own. While the Freezing Spell can be used to stop the negative
energy of individuals who have it out for you personally and those who are just generally
negative, the Mirror Spell is more for individuals who have it out for you personally.
Materials Needed
A small hand mirror that can fit inside a hardcover book
Plain, clean white paper with no lines or holes, cut to the size of the mirror
Black permanent marker (Sharpee)
A good sized hardcover book
A safe place to leave the book where it will not be disturbed
Best Time to Perform
At five minutes after the hour
(the Banishing Time is from the top of any hour to the bottom, but start at five
minutes after, not exactly at the beginning of the hour)
Preferably during the waning Moon (from Full to New)
If doing this in conjunction with the Freezing Spell, do them at the same time, with the
Freezing Spell first, then the Mirror Spell
The Spell
Gather the materials and have them ready for use. At five minutes after an hour, write or print
the name of the offending person in the center of the paper with the black permanent marker.
Draw a thick black circle around the name COUNTER-CLOCKWISE. Fill in any white spaces
between the lines that make up the black circle.
Open the book toward the center and place the paper on the right side of the book facing up.
Place the mirror, shiny part down, on top of the paper so the name and circle is reflected back
on itself.
Close the book and place it flat (not standing up) somewhere it is not going to be disturbed by
anyone (including curious animals) for the duration of the spell. By keeping it flat, you put the
offending individual in a weak position by laying on his/her back. Standing the book up gives
the person more power, so leave it flat.
Leave it in place undisturbed until you don't need it anymore (which could be days, weeks,
months or years) and then one more month.
The Release
Once the spell is complete and you no longer need it, take the book down, open it, remove
the mirror and paper. Burn the paper safely. Run the mirror under cold water and let it air dry.
Sage the book.

If this was done in conjunction with the Freezing Spell, release the Mirror Spell at the same
time and burn the papers together.
The Last Straw
If dealing with someone who is personally vicious to you for no apparent present-life reason,
after the name and mirror are in the book but before putting it in its safe place, put both of
your palms on the book – dominant hand first, the other on top of it (so the power comes
through the chakra points in your palms) – and say this a minimum of nine times with as much
vehemence as you feel from the offender:
What is sent to me
Comes back to thee
Three times three
So mote it be.
This can be said as a chant for as long as you want. The more you say it, the more power
you give the spell.
Good luck.

